Cookie Category – Advertising cookies

test_cookie

Third- 14
.doubleclick.net /
party minutes

This cookie is set by DoubleClick
(which is owned by Google) to
determine if the website visitor's
browser supports cookies.

IDE

.doubleclick.net /

Third1 year
party

This cookie carries out information
about how the end user uses the website
and any advertising that the end user
may have seen before visiting the
website.

YSC

.youtube.com

/

ThirdSession
party

This cookie is set by YouTube to track
views of embedded videos.

VISITOR_INFO1_LIVE .youtube.com

/

This cookie is set by Youtube to keep
Third- 5 months
track of user preferences for Youtube
party 29 days
videos embedded in sites.

RUL

fr

doubleclick.net

This cookie is used by DoubleClick to determine
whether a website advertisement has been properly
displayed. This is done to make their marketing
efforts more efficient.

facebook.com

Ads targeting cookie for Facebook

wordpress_test_cookie www.zulumissions.co.za

Test if cookie can be set.

PHPSESSID

zulumissions.co.za

These cookies are set by Bing Ads to make
advertising more engaging to users.

www.youtube.com

This is a performance cookie from YouTube.
YouTube.

www.zulumissions.co.za

These cookies are set by Bing Ads to make
advertising more engaging to users.

requests

PHPSESSID

_fbp

ATN

za

atdmt.com

Advertising cookie set to display targeted
promotions/advertisements based on your interests
and interactions with our website and other
websites across the web.
Targets ads based on behavioural profiling and
geographical location.

lang

It collects user data through videos embedded in
cdn.syndication.twimg.com websites for better updates of video

test_cookie
Advertising

doubleclick.net

To measure the visitor's actions after they click
through from an advert.

Essential: 3 Cookies
SECURITI.ai cookies are required to support core
functionality of the SECURITI.ai consent solution.
securiti.ai The cookies help maintain and honor consent
preferences submitted by the user.

__privaci_cookie_consents
Essential

SECURITI.ai cookies are required to support core
functionality of the SECURITI.ai consent solution.
securiti.ai The cookies help maintain and honor consent
preferences submitted by the user.

__privaci_cookie_consent_uuid
Essential

SECURITI.ai cookies are required to support core
__privaci_cookie_consent_generated
functionality of the SECURITI.ai consent solution.
securiti.ai
Essential
The cookies help maintain and honor consent
preferences submitted by the user.

Performance & functionality: 5 Cookies
_ga
.zulumissions.co.za /

_gid

_gat

First- 1 year 12
party months

This cookie name is associated with Google Universal
Analytics and used to calculate visitor, session and
campaign data for the site’s analytics reports.

This cookie name is associated with Google Analytics. It
First- 23 hours is used by gtag.js and analytics.js scripts and according
.zulumissions.co.za /
party 59 minutes to Google Analytics this cookie is used to distinguish
users.
This cookie name is associated with Google Universal
Analytics, according to documentation it is used to
First.zulumissions.co.za /
31 seconds throttle the request rate - limiting the collection of data
party
on high traffic sites.

remote_sid
Performance &
Functionality

youtube.com

nextId
Advertising

www.youtube.com

This cookie saved to your device to allow us to embed YouTube
videos.
This is a performance cookie from YouTube, which
allows users to upload, view, and share videos,
including movie and music clips and amateur content.

